TOP 55
GREAT GD
TOPICS
FOR MBA

1 Business and Ethics, do they go together?
2 Should toll charges be scrapped?
3 Privatization to reduce corruption.
4 Can corruption be dealt with a helpline?
5 Women VS Men: Who are better managers?
6 Is the “fare war” among airlines healthy for the
customers and economy?
7 Is the efficiency of computers has resulted in growing
number of unemployment?
8 Total liberalization is the only way for economic
development
9 Developed countries are damaging the eco-system of
the earth. Discuss
10 MBAs should be taxed at a higher rate in India
11 End of nationalization/globalization
12 Pollution
13 Climate change
14 Impact of social media on society and human behavior
15 Technology impact on jobs
16 Banking scams
17 Cryptocurrency
18 Decline in playgrounds and open spaces results to
negative tendencies in children
19 Knowledge: the biggest asset of a person can have
20 Cashless economy

21 Death penalty for perpetrators of crime
22 Work from home perfect for employees
23 How can a person differentiate himself from others
24 Effect of social media to politicians
25 Road rage
26 Dress code in corporations
27 Maintaining proper hygiene
28 Tips for great interpersonal skills
29 Concluding tips in GD
30 Taking initiative tips in GD
31 Computing habits
32 Voice modulation
33 GD topics for MBA students: Does being informative
means being knowledgeable?
34 Old books are irrelevant in the IOT present
35 Religion divides people
36 GD topics for MBA: pessimists are spoilers
37 Inspire or aspire
38 Revenge or avenge
39 The food security bill
40 Jealous or envious

41 Hope or despair
42 IQ or EQ
43 Success or failure
44 Political class rhetoric statement
45 Street smart or book smart: who can be a winner
46 Maturity of politicians for public debate
47 India’s best security is self discipline
48 Enriching vocabulary
49 Is youth of India confused or confident?
50 Don’ts and do’s in GD
51 Perception is deadly if it is analyzed
52 Easy or tough
53 National character and discipline differentiates from
1st world countries
54 Rural population exodus
55 Politics versus economy reforms - which is more
extreme?
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